The Mondial Antenna Ground Isolation Circuit (MAGIC) will
remove both audio and video noise emanating from the
ground found in most systems connected to either cable TV or
a roof antenna. In some cases the audio noise will be heard
as hum. The MAGIC is the only component capable of both
removing noise and improving the picture quality of an
audio/video

system.

The MAGIC circuit also contains, an advanced gas
discharge Fast Attack Resistance Technology, lightening suppressor. It prevents lightening and static electricity build-up
from damaging your system at its most vulnerable point.
The MAGIC's heavy gauge cast aluminum chassis contains
advanced miniature surface mount circuitry with over 30 components. This patented device is so effective at eliminating this
audio and video noise problem that it is used by network
broadcasters, federal security agencies and jet airplane manufacturers.
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able to hear and see the effectiveness of the
performing the following simple test. The amount
in audible noise and the increase in picture qualexperience is directly related to the resolution
of your A/V system. The higher the quality and the

larger your TV screen the greater the improvement you'll see.

Switchyour

A/V system to either the VCR,
Insert what you consider to

Laser disc or DVD input.

be your highest quality tape or disc.

Watch and listen

to a portion of this source
with your cable TV and/or
to your system.

roof antenna still connected

Now disconnect your cable TV

and/ or roof antenna from your system.
{Note: If a splitter is used disconnect all connections at the

THE ONLY SPLITTER IN THE WORLD
THAT WILL IMPROVE YOUR PICTURE
QUALrTY
RATHER THAN DEGRADE rr
The MAGIC SPLITTERis by far the world's finest
because it is the
ty of the picture.
Within the heav
cast aluminum chassi
are three circuits.
circuit that divides
signal is engineered
for military use and
totally encapsulated.
Each divided signal is
then passed on to its
own separate and
fully isolated MAGIC
circuit. This patented
technology completely blocks any audio or
video noise from
entering the system
via the connected
grounds.
You can experience for yourself the improvementyour
systemwill derive from the MAGICSPLITTER
by simply
following steps 1 to 5.
When you consider the amount you have invested
in your audio/video system, the MAGIC and MAGIC
SPLITTERare incredible values. Without them your
system will not perform at the level intended by both
you and the manufacturersof your components. Perform
the test and prove it to yourself.
"Besides the picture qualityof the TV being dramatically improved, why did I mention that the other equipment also benefited?.. The improvement you'll get From
the MAGIC on your hi-Fisystemis just like when you add
an AC filter to the system.

H

Audiophile Magazine April. 1997
splitter)

When you watch and listen to the same

portion of your source you will see and hear
the improvement.
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MAGIC Splitter

